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HIGHER DERIVATIONS OF MODULES AND THE
HASSE-SCHMIDT MODULE
CHRISTOPHER CHIU AND LUIS NARVA´EZ MACARRO
Abstract. In this paper we revisit Ribenboim’s notion of higher derivations
of modules and relate it to the recent work of De Fernex and Docampo on the
sheaf of differentials of the arc space. In particular, we derive their formula
for the Ka¨hler differentials of the Hasse-Schmidt algebra as a consequence of
the fact that the Hasse-Schmidt algebra functors commute.
Higher derivations of modules were introduced in [8] in analogy to higher deriva-
tions of rings to provide a similar notion of a map carrying “infinitesimal informa-
tion”. In particular, there too exists a universal object parametrizing such higher
derivations of modules, which we call the Hasse-Schmidt module. This construc-
tion was implicitly considered in [2] when establishing a formula for the sheaf of
differentials of jet and arc spaces. More precisely, the main statement behind the
aforementioned formula in the affine case is the following:
Theorem ([2], Theorem 5.3). Let A be a k-algebra. For n ∈ N ∪ {∞} denote by
HS
n
k (A) the n-th Hasse-Schmidt algebra of A. Then there exists an A-module Qn
such that
ΩHSn
k
(A)/k = ΩA/k ⊗A Qn.
As the n-th Hasse-Schmidt algebra HSnk (A) parametrizes infinitesimal data on
A up to order n (i.e. n-jets on A), this formula suggests that tangents (i.e. infini-
tesimal data up to order 1) of n-jets on A can be recovered from some higher order
operation on tangents on A. We aim to make this idea precise by observing that
ΩA/k ⊗A Qn is just the n-th Hasse-Schmidt module of ΩA/k. This was essentially
proven in [2] but missing in [8]; we will derive it here by considering Qn as a dual
bimodule, respectively, as a colimit of duals in the case n =∞. The formula itself
can thus be seen as a consequence of the (elementary) fact that the Hasse-Schmidt
algebra functors commute, see Lemma 1.9. The final ingredient is the following
theorem, which connects the Hasse-Schmidt algebra to the Hasse-Schmidt module
by means of the symmetric algebra.
Theorem. Let M be an A-module and denote by HSnA/k(M) the n-th Hasse-
Schmidt module of M . Then
SymAn(HS
n
A/k(M)) ≃ HS
n
k (SymA(M)).
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2 CHRISTOPHER CHIU AND LUIS NARVA´EZ MACARRO
Similar to how Hasse-Schmidt algebras of finite order can be glued to give the jet
space Xn of an algebraic variety X , gluing Hasse-Schmidt modules gives a sheaf of
modules overXn. In particular, this construction yields a whole class of “universal”
vector bundles on Xn.
The basic outline of this paper is as follows: in Section 1 we will collect well-
known facts about higher derivations and extend them to graded higher derivations.
In Section 2 we will briefly touch on the notion of dualizable bimodules. In Section 3
we discuss higher derivations of modules and the Hasse-Schmidt module as well as
its relationship to the Hasse-Schmidt algebra, including proving the aforementioned
result as Theorem 3.8. Finally, in Section 4 we will briefly talk about globalizing
the construction in Section 3 to obtain sheaves on jet and arc spaces.
Throughout this paper, k will denote an arbitrary commutative ring. If R is any
other ring, we will write R[[t]]n := R[[t]]/(t
n+1) for n ∈ N and R[[t]]∞ = R[[t]]. The
category of k-algebras will be denoted by Algk; furthermore, we write Algk,gr for
the category of N-graded k-algebras (where we regard k with the trivial grading).
A morphism in Algk,gr will always be a graded map of degree 0.
1. Higher derivations and the Hasse-Schmidt algebra
In this section we will briefly recall some well-established facts about higher
derivations (also called Hasse-Schmidt derivations) and the universal object asso-
ciated to them, which we call the Hasse-Schmidt algebra and denote by HSnk (A).
Our main references here are [10] and [6], [7]. Furthermore, we will extend these
definitions to graded rings and show that the corresponding universal object can
be obtained by endowing HSnk (A) with an induced (natural) grading.
1.1. Higher derivations. If A, C are k-algebras and n ∈ N∪ {∞}, then a higher
derivationD = (Di)
n
i=0 : A→ C of order n is a collection of k-linear mapsDi : A→
C such that D0 is a map of k-algebras and the higher Leibniz rules are satisfied:
Di(ab) =
∑
k+l=i
Dk(a)Dl(b).
We write D ∈ HSnk (A,C). There exist bijections
(1) HSnk (A,C) ≃ HomAlgk(A,C[[t]]n),
which are natural in A and C. The image of D under this map will be denoted by
γD.
If C has in addition an A-algebra structure, then we write HSnA/k(A,C) for the
subset of all higher derivations D such that D0 : A → C is the structure map
a 7→ a · 1C . The natural bijections Eq. (1) restrict to
(2) HSnA/k(A,C) ≃ Hom
◦
Algk
(A,C[[t]]n),
where the right-hand side denotes the subset of k-algebra maps γ : A → C[[t]]n
such that γ modulo (t) equals the structure map A→ C.
For any k-algebra A the functor HSnk (A,−) is representable by a k-algebra
HS
n
k (A), the Hasse-Schmidt algebra, which comes equipped with a universal higher
derivation dA = (dA,i) : A → HS
n
k (A). The map A → HS
n
k (A)[[t]]n corresponding
to dA under Eq. (1) will be denoted by γA. By definition for every k-algebra C
there exists natural bijections
(3) HomAlgk(HS
n
k (A), C) ≃ HS
n
k (A,C) ≃ HomAlgk(A,C[[t]]n),
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given by
ϕ ∈ HomAlgk(HS
n
k (A), C) 7−→ ϕ˜ ◦ γA ∈ HomAlgk(A,C[[t]]n),
where ϕ˜ : HSnk (A)[[t]]n → C[[t]]n is the t-linear extension of ϕ. We write ϕD
for the map HSnk (A) → C corresponding to a higher derivation D ∈ HS
n
k (A,C):
Di = ϕD ◦ dA,i for all i. For convenience’s sake we will often write An := HS
n
k (A).
Similarly, for every A-algebra C we obtain bijections
(4) HomAlgA(HS
n
k (A), C) ≃ HS
n
A/k(A,C) ≃ Hom
◦
Algk
(A,C[[t]]n),
which are natural in C.
Remark 1.1. The assignment A 7→ HSnk (A) yields a functor Algk → Algk; in
particular, any k-algebra map f : A→ A′ gives rise to a natural map fn : HS
n
k (A)→
HS
n
k (A
′) such that fn ◦ dA,i = dA′,i for all i.
Remark 1.2. For m > n there exist natural maps π∗m,n : HS
n
k (A) → HS
m
k (A)
obtained from the truncations
C[[t]]m → C[[t]]n.
We will refer to the maps π∗m,n as co-truncation maps.
Remark 1.3. The co-truncation maps π∗m,n give rise to a directed system and we
have HS∞k (A) ≃ lim−→n
HS
n
k (A). Indeed, this follows directly from the universal
property of the Hasse-Schmidt algebra, as we have natural bijections
HomAlgk(A,C[[t]]) ≃ HomAlgk(A, lim←−
n
C[[t]]n) ≃ lim←−
n
HomAlgk(A,C[[t]]n).
The Hasse-Schmidt algebra HSnk (A) can be constructed as a quotient of the
polynomial algebra
A[x(i) | x ∈ A, i = 1, . . . , n]
by the ideal generated by
(x+ y)(i) − x(i) − y(i), x, y ∈ A(5)
(xy)(i) −
∑
k+l=i
x(k)y(l), x, y ∈ A
a(i), a ∈ k,
for i = 1, . . . ,m; note that we identify x(0) with x ∈ A. See [10] for more details.
In this presentation the universal higher derivation dnA is given by
dA(x) =
n∑
i=0
x(i)ti.
Remark 1.4. There exists a natural N-grading of HSnk (A) given by deg(x
(i)) = i for
x ∈ A, which we will refer to as the structural grading of HSnk (A). Indeed, notice
that the system of equations (5) is homogeneous with respect to deg(x(i)) = i.
Moreover, for any k-algebra map f : A → A′ the natural map fn : HS
n
k (A) →
HS
n
k (A
′) from Remark 1.1 is graded.
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1.2. Graded higher derivations. Let us first consider the case n ∈ N, i.e.
of higher derivations of finite order. Let k be a ring and A =
⊕
i∈NAi and
C =
⊕
i∈N Ci graded k-algebras (where we regarded k with the trivial grading;
in particular the sets of homogeneous elements Ai and Ci are k-modules). We call
a higher derivation D = (Di)i : A → C of order n graded if every component Di
is graded (of degree 0), that is, we have Di(Aj) ⊂ Cj for all j ∈ N. The set of all
such D will be denoted by HSnk,gr(A,C). Note that C[[t]]n is a free C-module of
rank n+ 1 and thus carries a natural grading induced by C. It is then immediate
that the natural isomorphism Eq. (1) restricts to
HSnk,gr(A,C) ≃ HomAlgk,gr(A,C[[t]]n).
We claim that there exists an N-grading on HSnk (A), different from the structural
grading introduced in Remark 1.4, such that, for every N-graded k-algebra C, the
natural bijections Eq. (3) restrict to natural bijections
HomAlgk,gr(HS
n
k (A), C) ≃ HS
n
k,gr(A,C) ≃ HomAlgk,gr(A,C[[t]]n).
In particular γA : A→ HS
n
k (A)[[t]]n will be map of graded k-algebras. We call this
grading the induced grading of HSnk (A). To construct the induced grading, note
that, if A =
⊕
i∈N Ai, then the presentation given by Eq. (5) can be refined such
that A is given as the quotient of
A[x(i) | x ∈ Aj , j ∈ N, i = 1, . . . , n]
by the ideal generated by
(x+ y)(i) − x(i) − y(i), x, y ∈ Aj(6)
(xy)(i) −
∑
k+l=i
x(k)y(l), x, y ∈ Aj
a(i), a ∈ k,
for i = 1, . . . ,m and j ∈ N. We define the induced grading by setting deg(x(i)) := j
for x ∈ Aj . Note that the system Eq. (6) is homogeneous with respect to this
grading, so it is well-defined. The k-module (HSnk (A))i of elements of degree i is
generated by the set of products
{x
(j1)
1 · · ·x
(jr)
r | xl ∈ Ail , i1 + . . .+ ir = i}.
Note that (HSnk (A))0 = HS
n
k (A0) and (HS
n
k (A))i is a module over HS
n
k (A0).
Now to see the claim above, if ϕD : HS
n
k (A) → C is graded, then ϕ(x
(j)) ∈ Ci
for x ∈ Ai. The map γD corresponding to ϕD : A→ C[[t]]n under Eq. (3) is given
by
x 7→
n∑
j=0
x(j)tj ,
and thus is graded. The other direction follows in analogy.
Remark 1.5. Under the above hypotheses, for any D ∈ HSnk,gr(A,C), we consider
D0 = (D0i )i, with D
0
i : A0 → C0 the degree 0 part of Di : A → C. It is clear that
D0 ∈ HSnk (A0, C0).
In fact, taking the Hasse-Schmidt algebra gives rise to a functor Algk,gr →
Algk,gr:
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Theorem 1.6. Let n ∈ N and A =
⊕
iAi be a graded k-algebra (where we consider
k with the trivial grading). Then the assignment A 7→ HSnk (A) yields a functor
Algk,gr → Algk,gr satisfying the following: for every N-graded k-algebra C there
exist bijections
(7) HomAlgk,gr(HS
n
k (A), C) ≃ HomAlgk,gr(A,C[[t]]n),
natural in A and C.
Remark 1.7. Similarly, if C is a graded A-algebra and one defines HSnA/k,gr(A,C)
to be the subset of graded higher derivations D : A→ C such that D0 : A→ C is
the structure map, then there exist natural bijections
(8) HomAlgA,gr(HS
n
k (A), C) ≃ HS
n
A/k,gr(A,C) ≃ Hom
◦
Algk,gr
(A,C[[t]]n).
Note that HSnk (A) is a graded A-algebra by construction.
Let us now consider the case n = ∞. Clearly the co-truncation maps π∗m,n :
HS
n
k (A) → HS
m
k (A), m > n preserve the gradings on both sides. By Remark 1.3
we obtain a grading on HS∞k (A) coming from its direct limit structure. How-
ever, note that there exists no result which is directly analogous to Theorem 1.6,
since, for C a graded k-algebra, the power series ring C[[t]] does no longer carry
a grading compatible with that of C itself. In fact, one would need to interpret
HomAlgk,gr(A,C[[t]]) as the set of all k-algebra maps ϕ : A → C[[t]] such that
ϕ(Ai) ⊂ Ci[[t]] for all i ≥ 0.
Remark 1.8. The structural grading of HSnk (A) (see Remark 1.4) together with
its induced grading yields an N-bigrading of HSnk (A). Indeed, observe that in the
presentation given by Eq. (6) this bigrading is defined via deg(x(j)) = (i, j) for
x ∈ Ai. Moreover, for f : A → A
′ a map between graded k-algebras, the induced
map fn : HS
n
k (A) → HS
n
k (A
′) clearly respects the bigrading. Hence we can view
A 7→ HSnk (A) as a functor from N-graded k-algebras to N-bigraded k-algebras.
The following lemma states that the functors HSnk (−) commute with each other.
Moreover, the composition of two such functors can also be seen as a universal
object for 2-variate higher derivations; note that for p-variate higher derivations
the corresponding Hasse-Schmidt algebra is Np-graded. For more details on the
p-variate case and the proof of the lemma see [5, Corollary 2.3.12].
Lemma 1.9. For all n,m ∈ N ∪ {∞} there are natural isomorphisms of bigraded
HS
n
k (A)-algebras
(9) HSnk (HS
m
k (A)) ≃ HS
(n,m)
k (A) ≃ HS
m
k (HS
n
k (A))
∗,
where, for any bigraded algebra B, we denote by B∗ the bigraded algebra obtained
from interchanging the order of gradings on B. Moreover, if we call:
• dmA,i : A→ HS
m
k (A), i ≤ m, the components of the universal higher deriva-
tion dmA ∈ HS
m
k (A,HS
m
k (A)), and
• d
(n,m)
A,(i,j) : A→ HS
(n,m)
k (A), (i, j) ≤ (n,m), the components of the universal
higher derivation d
(n,m)
A ∈ HS
(n,m)
k (A,HS
(n,m)
k (A)),
then the isomorphisms in (9) are determined by
dn
HSm
k
(A),i ◦ d
m
A,j ≡ d
(n,m)
A,(i,j) ≡ d
m
HSn
k
(A),j ◦ d
n
A,i.
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2. Dualizable bimodules and limits
Let A be a ring and M a (left) A-module, then the (right) A-module M∨ :=
HomA(M,A) is commonly called the dual module of M . In general, the dual of
a module is not well-behaved, as for example M might not be reflexive, i.e. the
natural map M → (M∨)∨ might not be an isomorphism. For a module M to be
dualizable we will thus require it to have a dual object in the (stronger) categorical
sense of [4]. In this section we will recall some well-known and elementary facts
about dualizable (bi)modules, which will be used to establish the existence of the
Hasse-Schmidt module in Section 3.
Let us start by fixing some notation. If M and N are both right A-modules, we
denote the set of right A-homomorphisms M → N by Hom(−,A)(M,N). Similarly,
if M and N are left B-modules, we write Hom(B,−)(M,N) for the set of left B-
homomorphisms M → N . This choice of notation will allow us to be precise about
the type of structure considered when dealing with bimodules.
Let A, B be (not necessarily) commutative rings and P a (B,A)-bimodule. We
say that P is left dualizable if there exists an (A,B)-bimodule Q and bimodule
homomorphisms
η : A→ Q⊗B P, θ : P ⊗A Q→ B
such that the diagrams
A⊗A Q
η⊗idQ
//
≃

(Q ⊗B P )⊗A Q
≃

Q⊗B B Q ⊗B (P ⊗A Q)
idQ⊗θ
oo
and
P ⊗A A
idP ⊗η
//
≃

P ⊗A (Q⊗B P )
≃

B ⊗B P (P ⊗A Q)⊗B P,
θ⊗idP
oo
commute, with the vertical arrows being the associators and unitors. The map θ
is called the evaluation and the map η the coevaluation. Furthermore, the (A,B)-
bimodule Q is unique up to isomorphism and will be referred to as the left dual
of P . If there is no ambiguity we will write P∨ = Q and Q∨ = P . Note that P
being left dualizable is equivalent to saying that the functor −⊗B P from right B-
modules to right A-modules is right adjoint to −⊗AQ; in particular, by tensor-hom
adjunction we have a natural isomorphism
P ≃ Hom(−,B)(Q,B).
We will now recall this classical result, which characterizes dualizable bimodules
as those who are finite projective.
Theorem 2.1. Let P be a (B,A)-bimodule. Then P is left dualizable if and only if
it is finitely generated projective as a left B-module. In particular, we have bijections
Hom(−,A)(M,N ⊗B P ) ≃ Hom(−,B)(M ⊗A P
∨, N),
which are natural in M and N .
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Remark 2.2. If a functor G is left adjoint to − ⊗B P , then G is automatically of
the form −⊗AQ for some (A,B)-bimodule Q (see for example [9, Theorem 3.60]).
Thus P being left dualizable is equivalent to −⊗B P being right adjoint.
Remark 2.3. If C is a monoidal category (for example, the category of modules
over a commutative ring R), then a dualizable object X of C is an adjoint to
the morphism corresponding to X in the delooping 2-category BC. Similarly, a
bimodule P is left dualizable if the corresponding 1-morphism in the bicategory of
algebras, bimodules and intertwiners (as introduced in [1]) is a right adjoint.
For the purposes of the next section we need to consider the case where P is a
cofiltered limit of (B,A)-bimodules Pi, which are finitely generated projective as
left B-modules. In general, P will not be finite projective over B itself, so there
does not exist a (left) dual of P in the sense discussed above. However, the functor
lim
←−i
(− ⊗B Pi) does have a left adjoint, which just follows from the fact that right
adjoints commute with limits. We summarize this fact in the following corollary:
Corollary 2.4. Let P = lim
←−i
Pi be a cofiltered limit of (B,A)-bimodules Pi which
are finitely generated projective over B. Then the left duals P∨i form a filtered
system. Furthermore, we have bijections
Hom(−,A)(M, lim←−
i
N ⊗B Pi) ≃ Hom(−,B)(M ⊗A lim−→
i
P∨i , N),
which are natural in M and N .
3. Higher derivations of modules and the Hasse-Schmidt module
Higher derivations of modules were first introduced in [8], where they were de-
fined with respect to a given higher derivation of rings. The existence of a universal
object, which we call Hasse-Schmidt module, parametrizing such higher derivations
was already established there; however, it also appeared implicitly in more detail
in [2]. In this section our aim is to provide a top-down view of the construction
of the Hasse-Schmidt module and how it relates to the Hasse-Schmidt algebra by
means of Theorem 3.8, which is the main result of this section.
Throughout this section we will write An := HS
n
k (A) for the Hasse-Schmidt
algebra of a k-algebra A. All rings considered here are assumed to be commutative;
in particular, we do not have to distinguish between left and right actions.
Let now A and C be k-algebras and D = (Di)
n
i=0 : A→ C be a higher derivation
of length n over k. A higher derivation over D, ∆ = (∆i)
n
i=0 : M → N , where
M ∈ ModA, N ∈ ModC , is a collection of k-linear maps ∆i :M → N satisfying
∆i(a ·m) =
∑
k+l=i
Dk(a) ·∆l(m), a ∈ A,m ∈M.
The set of all such maps is denoted by HSnD(M,N). We have isomorphisms
HSnD(M,N) ≃ HomA(M,N [[t]]n),
which are natural in M and N . Note that the A-module structure on N [[t]]n above
comes from scalar restriction through γD : A→ C[[t]]n, with Di = ϕD ◦ d
n
A,i. If we
consider N as an An-module via restriction by ϕD : An → C, then we see that
HSnD(M,N) ≃ HS
n
dn
A
(M,N).
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Let us first treat the case n ∈ N. We consider An[[t]]n as a (An, A)-bimodule, where
the left action is just the usual multiplication and the right action is induced by
γA. Then we have an isomorphism of right A-modules
N [[t]]n ≃ N ⊗An An[[t]]n.
Note that An[[t]]n is free of rank n+ 1 over An. By Theorem 2.1 we get
HSndn
A
(M,N) ≃ HomA(M,N ⊗An An[[t]]n) ≃ HomAn(M ⊗A (An[[t]]n)
∨, N),
where (An[[t]]n)
∨ ≃ Hom(−,An)(An[[t]]n, An) is the left dual of An[[t]]n. Using the
fact that extension of scalars is left adjoint to restriction, we obtain
HSnD(M,N) ≃ HomC(M ⊗A (An[[t]]n)
∨ ⊗An C,N)
Now, in the case n = ∞, we have that A∞[[t]] = lim←−n
A∞[[t]]n is the limit of a
projective system of (A∞, A)-bimodules which are finite free over A∞. Arguing as
before and applying Corollary 2.4 yields
HS∞D (M,N) ≃ HomC(M ⊗A lim−→
n
(A∞[[t]]n)
∨ ⊗A∞ C,N).
Thus we have proven the following result:
Theorem 3.1 ([8, §4]). Let A and C be k-algebras and D : A → C be a higher
derivation of order n ∈ N ∪ {∞}. Then, for any A-module M , the functor
HSnD(M,−) : ModC → Set
is representable by a module HSnA/k(M)⊗An C, where we call the An-module
HS
n
A/k(M) the n-th Hasse-Schmidt module of M . Moreover, we have
HS
n
A/k(M) ≃M ⊗A (An[[t]]n)
∨
for n ∈ N and
HS
∞
A/k(M) ≃M ⊗A lim−→
n
(A∞[[t]]n)
∨,
where (A∞[[t]]n)
∨ is the (left) dual of the finite free A∞-module A∞[[t]]n.
Remark 3.2. The moduleHSnA/k(M) comes attached with a universal higher deriva-
tion ∆M :M → HS
n
A/k(M) over d
n
A : A→ An. We want to give an explicit descrip-
tion of ∆M in the case where M = A, i.e. HS
n
A/k(M) = (An[[t]]n)
∨. To that avail,
if n ∈ N, observe that the A-module map αD : A→ HS
n
A/k(M)[[t]]n corresponding
to ∆M is just the coevaluation. Thus, if we take the standard basis t
i, i = 0, . . . , n
for An[[t]]n over An and let t
[i], i = 0, . . . , n, denote the dual basis, the map αD is
given by
(10) 1A 7→
n∑
i=0
t[i]ti.
Note that if n = ∞ then the images of t[i], i ∈ N, in lim
−→n
(A∞[[t]]n)
∨ form a basis
over A∞. Hence the universal higher derivation ∆A : A→ HS
n
A/k(M) is given by
(11) (∆M )i(1A) = t
[i].
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Remark 3.3. For n ∈ N, since An[[t]]n is finite free over An, we have that
HS
n
A/k(M) ≃M ⊗A An[[t]]n
as An-modules. Indeed, choosing the same basis as in Remark 3.2, this isomorphism
is given identifying An[[t]]n with its dual via t
i 7→ t[i].
Remark 3.4. As An[[t]]n is free for n ∈ N∪{∞}, ifM is projective respectively free
then so is HSnA/k(M).
Remark 3.5. Alternatively one could consider triples (C,D,N), with C a k-algebra,
D ∈ HSnk (A,C) and N a C-modules, a suitable notion of morphism between such
triples and the functor which associates to each such triple the set HSnD(M,N).
Then the argument given before shows that this functor is represented by the triple
(An, d
n
A,HS
n
A/k(M)).
Remark 3.6. We have natural isomorphisms HS∞A/k(M) ≃ lim−→
n
HS
n
A/k(M). Indeed,
this follows just as in Remark 1.3 from
HomA(M,N [[t]]) ≃ HomA(M, lim←−
n
N [[t]]n) ≃ lim←−
n
HomA(M,N [[t]]n),
where N is an An-module.
We will refer to [8] for a basic introduction to the theory of higher derivations
of modules. As one fact not included there, let us mention that the Hasse-Schmidt
module behaves well under base change.
Lemma 3.7. Let A→ A′ be a k-algebra map and M an A-module. Then we have
HS
n
A′/k(M ⊗A A
′) ≃ HSnA/k(M)⊗An A
′
n.
Proof. Follows immediately from the description in Theorem 3.1. 
The following theorem is the main result of this section and relates the Hasse-
Schmidt module to the Hasse-Schmidt algebra by means of the symmetric algebra.
Theorem 3.8. For each n ∈ N ∪ {∞} there are isomorphisms of N-graded An-
algebras
SymAn(HS
n
A/k(M)) ≃ HS
n
k (SymA(M)),
which are natural in M . Note that on the left side we are considering the natural
grading on the symmetric algebra, while on the right hand side we are taking the
induced grading of HSnk (SymA(M)).
Remark 3.9. By considering HSnA/k(M) as a graded An-module similar to Re-
mark 1.4 the isomorphism in Theorem 3.8 extends to one of N-bigraded algebras.
Proof. Consider first the case n ∈ N and let B =
⊕
i≥0Bi be an N-graded An-
algebra, where we considerAn with the trivial grading. Then eachBi is in particular
an An-module. Recall that B[[t]]n is a free B-module of rank n+ 1 and thus has a
natural N-grading given by (B[[t]]n)i := Bi[[t]]n. We obtain natural bijections
HomAlggr
An
(SymAn(HS
n
A/k(M)), B) ≃ HomModAn (HS
n
A/k(M), B1) ≃
≃ HomModA(M,B1[[t]]n) ≃ HomAlggrA (SymA(M), B[[t]]n).
Here again we consider A with the trivial grading. If ρ : An → B is the map defining
the An-algebra structure on B, then the A-algebra (resp. A-module) structure on
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B[[t]]n (resp. B1[[t]]n) is given by ρ˜◦d
n
A, where ρ˜ : An[[t]]→ B[[t]] is obtained from
ρ by t-linear extension. We claim that
HomAlggr
A
(SymA(M), B[[t]]n) ≃ HomAlggrAn
(HSnk (SymA(M)), B).
Indeed, an element α of the left-hand side is given by a triangle
SymA(M)
α
// B[[t]]n
A
OO
ρ˜◦dnA
88
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
where α = (αi)i∈N is graded of degree 0. By Theorem 1.6 we obtain a triangle of
k-algebra maps
HS
n
k (SymA(M))
α∗
// B
HS
n
k (A)
OO
ρ
88
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
,
where α∗ and ρ is graded. Conversely, every such triangle is obtained by one of the
form above. This proves the claim for n ∈ N.
We are thus left with the case n = ∞. Taking colimits of the isomorphism for
finite n we obtain
lim
−→
n
HS
n
k (SymA(M)) ≃ lim−→
n
SymAn(HS
n
A/k(M)) ≃ SymA∞(lim−→
n
HS
n
A/k(M)).
As we have both HS∞k (B) = lim−→n
HS
n
k (B) and HS
∞
A/k(M) = lim−→n
HS
n
A/k(M) the
result follows. 
Remark 3.10. Applying Theorem 3.8 in the case M = A and n ∈ N yields the
following:
(12) HSnA/k(A) ≃ (An[[t]]n)
∨ ≃ [HSnk (SymA(A))]1.
To make this isomorphism explicit, let e := 1A. Then
HS
n
k (SymA(A)) ≃ An[e
(i) | i = 0, . . . , n].
Thus the An-submodule of elements of degree 1 is generated by e
(i), i = 0, . . . , n.
Using the same basis as in Remark 3.2 we see that the isomorphism in Eq. (12) is
given by
t[i] 7→ e(i).
Now, since the A-action on HSnA/k(A) ≃ (An[[t]]n)
∨ is given by precomposition, we
obtain an induced A-action on [HSnk (SymA(A))]1 given by
a · e(i) =
i∑
j=0
a(i−j)e(j).
Compare this with the construction of Pn given in [2, Section 4]. It is not clear
how to obtain this A-action naturally by just considering HSnk (SymA(A)).
Using Theorem 3.8 we will recover the formula in [2, Theorem 5.3] as a direct
consequence of the fact that the Hasse-Schmidt algebra functors commute (see
Lemma 1.9).
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Theorem 3.11. For all n ∈ N ∪ {∞} there is a natural isomorphism
ΩAn/k ≃ HS
n
A/k(ΩA/k) ≃ ΩA/k ⊗A HS
n
A/k(A).
of An-modules. Additionally, if n ∈ N, we have
ΩAn/k ≃ ΩA/k ⊗A An[[t]]n.
Proof. Note that SymB(ΩB/k) ≃ HS
1
k(B) for any k-algebra B. Thus Lemma 1.9
implies that we have isomorphisms of graded algebras
HS
n
k (SymA(ΩA/k)) ≃ HS
n
k (HS
1
k(A)) ≃ HS
1
k(HS
n
k (A)) ≃ SymAn(ΩAn/k).
Thus the statement follows from Theorem 3.8 for M = ΩA/k and taking the ho-
mogeneous part of degree 1 on each side. The second assertion just follows from
Remark 3.3. 
Remark 3.12. A similar argument allows us to consider (usual) k-derivations d :
A → M with M an A-module as higher derivations in the above sense. To that
end, note that
Derk(A,M) ≃ HomA(ΩA/k,M) ≃ HomAlgA,gr(SymA(ΩA/k), SymA(M)).
Since SymA(ΩA/k) ≃ HS
1
k(A) as graded k-algebras, by Remark 1.7 we obtain
Derk(A,M) ≃ Hom
◦
Algk,gr
(A, SymA(M)[[t]]1).
Since every such map factors as A→ HS1k(A)[[t]]1 → SymA(M)[[t]]1 we have
Hom◦Algk,gr(A, SymA(M)[[t]]1) →֒ HomModA(A, SymA(M)[[t]]1),
where the A-action on the SymA(M)[[t]]1 is induced by d
1
A. Thus we obtain our
claim that
Derk(A,M) →֒ HS
1
d1
A
(A, SymA(M)).
Remark 3.13. In a similar vein to Theorem 3.8, higher derivations of modules can
be seen as graded higher derivations of symmetric algebras. Namely, if A and C
are k-algebras, M ∈ModA, N ∈ModC , D ∈ HS
n
k (A,C) and n ∈ N, we have:
HSnD(M,N) ≃ HomA(M,N [[t]]n) ≃ HomAlgA,gr(SymA(M), SymC[[t]]n(N [[t]]n))
≃ HomAlgA,gr(SymA(M), SymC(N)[[t]]n) ⊂ HomAlgk,gr(SymA(M), SymC(N)[[t]]n)
≃ HSnk,gr(SymA(M), SymC(N)),
and so any ∆ ∈ HSnD(M,N) gives rise to a well-defined graded higher derivation
∆ ∈ HSnk,gr(SymA(M), SymC(N)). Notice that for the degree 0 part we have
∆0 = D. Actually, the above procedure gives natural bijections
{(D,∆) | D ∈ HSnk (A,C),∆ ∈ HS
n
D(M,N)} ≃ HS
n
k,gr(SymA(M), SymC(N)).
Since these bijections are compatible with truncations, they also hold for n =∞.
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4. Universal vector bundles on jet spaces
Let X be a scheme of finite type over a field k. For n ∈ N the n-th jet space Xn
of X is the k-scheme representing the functor
Y 7→ Homk(Y ×k Spec(k[[t]]n), X).
The natural maps k[[t]]n+1 → k[[t]]n give rise to an inverse system Xn+1 → Xn.
The arc space X∞ of X is defined to be the limit X∞ = lim←−
n
Xn, which is again
a scheme. If X = Spec(A) is affine, then so is Xn for all n ∈ N ∪ {∞}. In fact,
we have Xn = Spec(An), with An = HS
n
k (A) the n-th Hasse-Schmidt algebra. For
general X the scheme Xn is constructed by considering a covering of X by affine
opens Spec(A) and glueing the corresponding Hasse-Schmidt algebras An to obtain
a sheaf of OX -algebras, whose relative spectrum gives Xn.
Let n ∈ N. Then the n-th jet space Xn comes equipped with a universal family
γ : Un := Xn×k Spec(k[[t]]n)→ X . Write ρ for the canonical projection Un → Xn.
If X = Spec(A) is affine, then γ is the map induced by the homomorphism γA :
A→ HSnk (A)[[t]]n and ρ is induced by the inclusion HS
n
k (A)→ HS
n
k (A)[[t]]n.
Let F be a coherent sheaf of OX -modules. For n ∈ N∪ {∞} we will construct a
coherent sheaf of OXn -modules Fn by glueing the Hasse-Schmidt modules of F(U)
for U ⊂ X affine. As in the construction of Xn, to be able to glue we use that
S−1HSnA/k(M) ≃ HS
n
S−1A/k(S
−1M) for any multiplicative subset S ⊂ A, which
in turn follows from Lemma 3.7. Since for any W ⊂ X open affine the scheme
Wn ⊂ Xn is open affine we obtain a coherent sheaf F on Xn.
Alternatively, as done in [2], for n ∈ N we may construct from Qn = HS
n
A/k(A) =
(An[[t]]n)
∨ a sheaf Qn on Un = Xn ×k Spec(k[[t]]n). It is then easy to check that
Fn verifies the following universal property:
Theorem 4.1. Let n ∈ N, X a scheme of finite type over k and Xn the n-th jet
space of X. For any F ∈ModOX the functor
G ∈ ModOXn 7→ HomOX (F , γ∗ρ
∗G)
is represented by Fn = ρ∗(γ
∗F ⊗Qn).
If F ∈ ModOX is locally free, then so is Fn ∈ ModOXn by Remark 3.4. In this
case, the global version of Theorem 3.8 says the following:
Lemma 4.2. Let X be a scheme of finite type over a field k and n ∈ N. Then
the assignment F 7→ Fn gives a functor Coh(X) → Coh(Xn) which preserves the
property of being locally free. Moreover, if E → X is the vector bundle corresponding
to a locally free F ∈ Coh(X), then its jet space En → Xn is the vector bundle
corresponding to Fn ∈ Coh(Xn).
Remark 4.3. A similar result holds true for the arc space X∞ of X , only in this
case the universal family attached to X∞ is of the form Û∞ → X , where Û∞ is
the formal completion of the scheme X∞ ×k Spec(k[[t]]) with respect to the closed
subscheme X∞ × {0}.
The construction of the sheaf Fn was used in [2] to provide a global variant of
Theorem 3.11, as well as in [3] to show how the jet space behaves under Nash blow-
up. Our hope is that other, similarly useful, formulas can be obtained by studying
universal vector bundles on jet spaces, in particular in constructing compactifica-
tions.
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We finish with computing explicitly Fn for an invertible sheaf F on P
1, showing
that even in this very easy case the resulting universal vector bundle has potentially
interesting structure.
Example 4.4. Let X = P1 and and L an invertible sheaf on P1, isomorphic to O(d)
for some d ∈ Z. Let U0 and U1 be the standard affine opens of P
1. We write
Ui = Spec(k[ti]), then L |Ui is generated by ei and the transition map L |Ui∩Uj→
L |Uj∩Ui is given by e0 7→ t
d
1e1. For n ∈ N we want to describe explicitly the
sheaf Ln on (P
1)n. To that avail, note that (P
1)n has an affine covering given by
(Ui)n = Spec(k[t
(0)
i , . . . , t
(n)
i ]). The restriction Ln |(Ui)n is freely generated by the
sections e
(j)
i for j = 0, . . . , n. By functoriality of the Hasse-Schmidt module the
transition map is given by
e
(j)
0 7→ ∆j
(
(t
(0)
1 )
de
(j)
1
)
,
where ∆ is the universal higher derivation associated to Ln |(U1)n . In particular,
for d = 1, it is easy to see that the space of global sections of O(1)n is generated
by e
(j)
i , where i = 0, 1 and j = 0, . . . , n. This gives a notion of “coordinates” for
(P1)n. The same obviously holds for any projective space P
m, m ≥ 1.
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